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Sink: BLANCO VILLAE® Farmhouse single,  
Crystal White
Tap: BLANCO VICUS® Twin lever bridge,  
Brushed Brass

Modern edge to the traditional  
Farmhouse style. 



Ceramic range of sinks and elegant taps to 
give a contemporary edge to the traditional 
Farmhouse kitchen.

If your style is more traditional than modern, why not invest in one of the 

BLANCO VILLAE® range of Ceramic sinks. Available in a variety of styles and 

sizes including the large Farmhouse single, Farmhouse double, Bowl and half, 

and Bowl and third, you have a style that will perfectly suit your needs without 

compromising your kitchen design. The BLANCO VILLAE® range of sinks are 

elegant, timeless and hard-wearing, and can be a design feature in themselves. 

They’re also great if you have large pots and pans to clean, as the bowl is deep. 

The VICUS® range of taps compliments the VILLAE® sink range perfectly and 

comes in a variety of colour finishes and functionalities.

• Co-ordinated design of sink and tap

• Stylish Crystal White Ceramic sinks

•  Full range of traditional taps in different surfaces 
including Chrome, Pewter, Brushed Brass and  
Brushed Copper 

•  Tastefully traditional with modern design updates  
for that country style look

Traditional elegance meets modern sophisticated design. Hand-finishing 

techniques and high firing temperatures resulting in a smooth, glossy, durable 

surface. Modern production methods, special manufacturing techniques and  

the decades of experience of our skilled craftspeople ensure that the quality  

of our products remains consistently high. The greatest care throughout the 

entire production process helps to ensure the maximum precision, down to  

the smallest detail.

Kitchen taps are used an average 

of 75 times a day for a variety of 

duties – from washing up and food 

preparation, to filling the kettle 

and making drinks. It is therefore 

vital you take time to choose the 

correct mixer tap for you in style 

and functionality.



Sink: BLANCO VILLAE® Bowl and half inset installation, can also be fitted as an undermount

Tap: BLANCO VICUS® Twin lever tap, Pewter



BLANCO VILLAE® Ceramic range of sinks.

BLANCO Ceramic sinks create a special homely atmosphere. Their attractive 

appearance and glazed surface finish blend with both traditional and modern kitchens. 

Modern production methods and special manufacturing techniques together with the 

skills of our craftspeople ensures that our quality remains constant. Care throughout the 

production process helps to produce a sink which will maintain its appearance for years 

to come. Its most important properties:

• Easy to care for

• Stain and acid resistant   

• Colour safe

• Completely heat resistant

•  Hygienic and suitable for 

food preparation

BLANCO VILLAE® Farmhouse double, Crystal White
Internal bowl depths: 195/195mm, External bowl height: 220mm

BLANCO VILLAE® Bowl and half, Crystal White
Internal bowl depths: 190/190mm

BLANCO VILLAE® Bowl and third, Crystal White
Internal bowl depths: 190/190mm
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BLANCO VILLAE® Farmhouse single, Crystal White
Internal bowl depth: 196mm, External bowl height: 220mm
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BLANCO VICUS®  Single lever spray, Pewter
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BLANCO VICUS® range of mixer taps.

The stunning elegant period design of the BLANCO VICUS® family ensures this mixer tap 

is the centrepiece in your kitchen. The VICUS® kitchen mixer taps combine elegance with 

classical design. Made to the highest of standards, this tap range features a swivel spout 

ensuring ease of operation.

The range comes in three different designs, the VICUS® Twin lever, VICUS® Single lever spray, 

and VICUS® Bridge. The spray version has a pull out spray hose enabling further reach within 

the kitchen bowl.

Each tap comes in a variety of colours ensuring they meet the demands of today’s current 

kitchen trends – Chrome, Pewter, Brushed Brass and Brushed Copper.

The VICUS® range also has a complementing soap dispenser for practical use around the 

sink. The soap dispenser also comes in the same range of colours to ensure the perfect 

co-ordination with any of the VICUS® mixer taps.

Twin lever

Chrome Pewter Brushed Brass Brushed Copper

Single lever spray

Bridge twin lever

Soap dispenser

Chrome Pewter Brushed Brass Brushed Copper

Chrome Pewter Brushed Brass Brushed Copper

Chrome Pewter Brushed Brass Brushed Copper

187



BLANCO UK Limited: This collection only represents a small selection from our  
UK programme. If you require details on our complete range of sinks and taps,  
please contact your local BLANCO dealer, telephone direct on 01923 635 200 or  
e-mail info@blanco.co.uk for details.

Please note that colour references are only as accurate as the printing process will allow.

E & OE. Due to a policy of continual product improvement, BLANCO reserves the right to 
alter specifications and prices without prior notice. ©BLANCO Limited (within the UK and 
Republic of Ireland on behalf of BLANCO GmbH & Co KG) 2019. All rights reserved. Without 
limiting the rights reserved under copyright reserved above, no part of this publication may 
be reproduced, stored in or introduced into a retrieval system, or transmitted, in any form by 
any means (electronic, mechanical, photocopying, recording or otherwise), without the prior 
written express permission of the copyright owner.
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Design and artwork by N9 Design & Production Limited, Nottingham.
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